Discrimination and classification among common items of evidence using particle combination profiles.
This project used established analytical tools and statistical methods to determine the evidential value of very small particle (VSP) profiles found on handguns, cell phones, drug packaging, and ski masks. Sampling protocols were designed, tested and used to sample VSP from evidence items from a single county-level crime laboratory: 30 handguns, 31 cell phones, 36 drug packaging specimens and 32 ski masks. Specimens were prepared for analysis employing established protocols for semi-automated scanning electron microscopy with elemental characterization by energy dispersive x-ray analysis (SEM/EDS). Statistical methods of particle combination analysis were applied to (1) remove particle "noise" from the datasets, (2) define a set of highly discriminating target particle types, (3) measure the strength of correspondence between profiles, and (4) measure the potential of VSP as an evidence type under defined experimental conditions. Most (84%) of the VSP specimens recovered from common evidence items showed sufficient variety and complexity in their VSP profiles to allow meaningful classification among closed sets of approximately 30 specimens. Correct associations were achieved for 93.5% of test specimens (drug packaging: 97.2%; cell phones: 92.6%; handguns: 92.9%; ski masks 88.2%). Test specimens with VSP numbers greater than 125 showed predominantly correct classifications. These findings establish (1) that VSP are present on the surfaces common items of physical evidence, (2) that the VSP can be efficiently recovered, prepared and analyzed by computer-assisted SEM/EDS analysis, (3) that the variety of particles is sufficient for the definition of classifiers based on reference sources, and (4) that the classifiers perform very well for these particle sets, showing that VSP recovery, analytical methods and computational methods are working effectively. The use of adhering VSP to establish quantitative associations among items of physical evidence is a new approach, exploiting a form of trace evidence that is typically ignored. It is highly significant for its potential to expand the number of cases to which trace evidence can meaningfully contribute and for its ability to include a quantitative statistical approach to data interpretation.